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SUMMARY ANTI-FRAUD BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION POLICY  

  

To whom does it apply? To NIBC and all employees of NIBC, including external and temporary 

staff. 

What is the purpose? Prevention, detection and deterrence of fraud, bribery and corruption. 

 

NIBC requires its employees to adhere to this policy and its managers    

to support and promote the policy within their teams. 

 

What are the principles?  A culture of honesty and ethics; 

 Effective FBC risk assessments; 

 Active Internal Control; and 

 Awareness raising and training 

 

How to comply?  Disclose and / or escalate all suspicions relating to potential fraud, 

bribery or corruption where they arise, without delay 

When and to whom to notify 

breaches? 

 Designated local FBC contact or Whistle Blowers’ Champion. 

Consequences of non-

compliance? 

An employee found to have violated this Policy may be subject to 

disciplinary action up to and including dismissal. Suspected involvement 

in criminal behaviour may result in investigation and prosecution by law 

enforcement authorities. NIBC views any association with fraud, bribery 

or corruption as extremely damaging to its good name and reputation. 

Ownership of the Policy Compliance is the owner of this Policy. 

Internal policies and/or 

procedures relating to Anti-Fraud, 

Bribery and Corruption Policy. 

 

 Code of Conduct 

 Whistleblowing Policy 

 Special Investigation Policy 

 Incidents Policy 

 Engagement Committee Policy 

 Gifts & Entertainment Policy 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. General  

The policy summarises the various controls designed to prevent, detect and investigate any suspicions of fraud, 

bribery and corruption within NIBC, and ensure that the Bank and its subsidiaries comply with all relevant legal 

and regulatory requirements in these areas. 

1.2. Definitions  

associated  Any person associated with NIBC who performs a service for, or on behalf of, NIBC. This 

persons  includes but is not limited to senior management, officers, directors, employees*, trainees, 

  seconded staff, consultants, contractors, agency staff, sponsors, intermediaries and agents. 

 

*employees All employees of NIBC (including the international offices) and all independent contractors 

and/or temporary staff of NIBC working under the management and/or supervision of NIBC. 

 

NIBC  NIBC Holding N.V. and its subsidiaries (including, amongst others, NIBC Bank N.V. and NIBC 

Bank Deutschland AG) and their international offices, as well as all domestic and foreign legal 

entities in which NIBC Holding N.V. and/or its subsidiaries has a direct or indirect (equity or 

voting) interest of at least 50%. Within this definition the (consolidated) equity interests in 

companies acquired and/or held as a participation/investment, which are not financial 

institutions, are excluded.  

 

FBC  Fraud, Bribery and Corruption 

 

Fraud   Fraud is generally described as “any intentional act or omission designed to deceive others, 

  resulting in the victim suffering a loss and / or the perpetrator achieving a gain”. 

 

Bribery  See Section 1.1 (‘The Offences’) set out in Appendix 1 of this Policy. 

 

1.3. Applicability 

The policy applies to all business and activities carried out by or on behalf of NIBC and its associated persons, 

including its subsidiaries and employees as defined in Section1.2 above. NIBC will take steps to prevent any 

occurrence of fraud, bribery and corruption (FBC) wherever it identifies a responsible interest in doing so. 

1.4. Purpose  

The policy aims to prevent fraud, bribery and corruption within NIBC, and apply a zero tolerance approach to 

any such behaviour in all our business activities and relationships. 
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1.5. Effective Date 

This revised Policy comes into effect on 22 June 2018 and replaces all previous versions of the Policy. NIBC 

reserves the right to amend this Policy from time to time if circumstances (e.g. changes to legislation and 

regulations) make this necessary. Any changes to this Policy will be notified to the relevant stakeholders, such 

as employees, as appropriate.  

1.6. Ownership 

Compliance within NIBC is the designated owner of this Policy and, as such, responsible for the maintenance 

and review of the document every year, or more frequently if circumstances (such as changes in relevant laws 

or regulations) so require. Compliance also monitors adherence to the policy and periodically reports on such 

matters. 

1.7. Internal policies principally relating to Anti-Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Policy 

 Code of Conduct 

 Whistle Blowing 

 Special Investigation 

 Incidents 

 Engagement Committee 

 Gifts & Entertainment 
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2: NIBC POLICY ON ANTI-FRAUD, BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION 

2.1 Purpose and scope of anti-fraud, bribery and corruption policies 

 

The purpose of this Global Anti-FBC Policy is to set out the steps to be taken in order to achieve the following: 

 

1) prevent or minimise the risk of FBC,  

2) detect incidences / indications of FBC and  

3) create a hostile (deterrent) environment to FBA within our business.   

 

Prevention, detection and deterrence of fraud, bribery and corruption (FBC), comprise the key elements to an 

effective Anti-FBC Framework. NIBC applies all these controls within its organisation and activities. We place 

particular focus on prevention and deterrence as the most effective up-front controls, as we do not wish fraud, 

bribery or corruption to arise within our business. 

 

Within NIBC, several policies are in place that support and contribute to NIBC’s Anti-FBC Framework. These 

include - but are not limited to - the following:   

 

 NIBC Code of Conduct 

 Policy on Whistle Blowing 

 Policy on Special Investigation 

 Incidents Policy 

 Engagement Committee 

 Policy on Gifts & Entertainment 

 

2.2 Core principles and guidance  

Please read this policy (NIBC’s Anti-Fraud, Bribery and Corruption (FBC) Policy) in full. This includes the anti-

FBC framework that NIBC applies in prevention, detection and deterrence of FBC. Ensure you follow key NIBC 

controls that help prevent and combat FBC, including segregation of duties and maintaining records of business 

activities, particularly involving clients, counterparties, contractors, employees and key stakeholders. 

The responsibility for the prevention, detection and deterrence of possible FBC lies with every individual 

employee. Staff members must be aware of the types of misconduct, impropriety and criminal behaviour that 

might occur within their area of responsibility and be alert for any indication of irregularity. The responsibility for 

such awareness will increase in accordance with staff seniority, role and extent of responsibilities.  

Managers and staff are legally obliged to report actual, attempted or suspected fraud, bribery or corruption, after 

which a Special Investigation is launched, if appropriate. Any undue delay or failure in reporting or obstruction of 

any subsequent investigation (where fraud, bribery or corruption are known or suspected) may be assumed to 

be violations of this policy, unless proven otherwise. 

Definitions of FBC are increasingly wide-ranging. They include activities such as tax evasion and anti-

competitive practices. Political corruption is a serious criminal offence. Should you become suspicious (even in 

circumstances where NIBC itself may not be directly involved) please report without delay. 
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2.3 Prevention of Bribery and Corruption 

 

Although it is entirely proper to win business by explaining the benefits of our services and/or, where 

appropriate, by offering discounts or commercial incentives, you must not promise, offer or grant benefits of any 

kind to an individual (whether a director, officer, employee or agent) if such a benefit could induce that party 

improperly to perform a function or activity. Neither can you give a gift or hospitality where you know or suspect 

the acceptance of a gift or hospitality may breach the recipient's employer's gifts and entertainment policy. 

 

Offering or receiving a bribe (and failing to have adequate procedures to prevent the giving of a bribe) can have 

extremely serious consequences for the Company and/or its employees such as:   

 

• Criminal sanctions including imprisonment and unlimited fines;  

• High value civil law claims by third parties disadvantaged by the corruption;  

• Blacklisting of the Company from public and private tendering opportunities;  

• The avoidance or termination of contracts "tainted by corruption" by our counterparties  

• Further criminal sanctions for money-laundering offences; and  

• Serious reputational damage.  

 

Because of the seriousness of the potential consequences of corruption, breach of NIBC’s Anti-FBC policy in 

this context is a disciplinary matter with sanctions up to and including dismissal. 

 

Avoid signing or approving any request or course of action on behalf of NIBC that may be open to question, for 

example where it appears beyond the normal scope of your authorisation 

 

If you become suspicious that active bribery may be occurring within NIBC (or outside NIBC), you must 

immediately escalate this through responsible management channels in accordance with the Anti-FBC policy. 

Do not disseminate suspicions regarding FBC other than with a Trusted Representative, or alternatively a senior 

manager who should be unconnected with the matter(s) arising. It is NIBC's policy that no employee will be 

sanctioned for making a report in good faith, even if this results in the loss of business or some other detriment.    

Where an investigation is required into a suspicion of FBC, you must co-operate fully with the investigating team. 

You are strictly prohibited from disclosing any confidential matter concerning an anti-FBC investigation (even the 

fact that one may be under way) with any other person or colleague, unless you are expressly told or given 

clearance to do so. Please ensure that you retain all records and documentation that may be required for 

investigation into alleged FBC offences, and do not dispose of or delete any such record, including emails. 

2.4 Key record-keeping requirements of this policy 

You and any business area(s) within your responsibility must keep transparent and  auditable records that 

accurately reflect all transactions – payments, expenses, reimbursements, gifts, business hospitality, 

commission payments, fees and other benefits (e.g. extended repayment terms) - with any and all customers, 

borrowers, agents, subsidiaries and affiliates. 

Records must provide sufficient information to indicate clearly the purpose of payments and disbursements, 

beneficiaries, and person(s) responsible for their authorisation. Any transaction that appears questionable and / 

or has no obvious rationale or explanation should be considered as a potential ‘red flag’ for further investigation.  
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2.5 Engagement with clients, UBOs and jurisdictions at high risk of bribery and corruption 

Particular attention should be paid to FBC risks in establishing the integrity risk profile of clients under Know 

Your Customer (KYC) Client Due Diligence (CDD) and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) processes. 

Caution should be applied where any of the following risk factors are present: 

 

 Clients are domiciled in any jurisdiction prone to risks of FBC. Transparency International maintains a global 

list of such jurisdictions, which is available via its website www.transparency.org. The updated list is below: 

 https://www.transparency.org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_index_2016 

 

 Clients may also be linked to jurisdictions where FBC risk are endemic, via (for example) 

  

o Ultimate Beneficial Ownership (UBO) 

o Board Directors and Representatives (REP),  

o Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs),  

o Special Interest Persons (SIPs) and /or  

o Major subsidiaries and affiliates. 

 

 Irrespective of location, existing and prospective clients may have a track record of investigation and 

disciplinary action for offences involving FBC. Particular caution should be exercised where, for example, 

one or more of the following ‘red flags’ may be highlighted: 

 

o Offences are recent (within the last 5 years) and/or ongoing; 

o Criminal (as opposed to civil) charges have been brought, or are pending; 

o FBC actions against clients involve governments, public officials or PEPs; 

o The client has been repeatedly investigated for similar or related offences; 

o The client does not appear to have ‘learned lessons’ or improved its behaviour;  and /or 

o Individual UBOs, REPs or SIPs indicted on charges of FBC continue exercising control or influence 

over the client’s business, strategy or activities. 

 

 Certain business sectors, such as defence equipment, aerospace, shipping, energy, oil & gas, gambling 

and commercial property, have endemic risks of FBC, which derive from e.g. the nature, locations or one or 

more characteristics of their business. Other examples may arise where a client’s business or activities are:  

 

o Dependent on government / public agency, regional or  local authority licensing or approvals; 

o High-profile, high value or prestige transactions involving government or state-controlled bodies; 

o Subject to complex or extensive legal or regulatory application processes and approvals; and / or 

o Heavily geared towards obtaining contracts through public tenders, requests for proposals, etc. 

 

Existing or prospective clients conducting business in jurisdictions or sectors known to be vulnerable to FBC     

(or having a track record of FBC-related offences and fines) should generally have an anti-bribery and corruption 

policy in place. This should certainly be anticipated where the client is, for example, a public and globally-

diversified corporation. Any failure to provide such a policy, or make it publicly available via the corporate 

website or annual reports and accounts, should be considered a possible FBC risk ‘red flag’. 

 

Note that the above guidance does not change, amend or substitute existing NIBC policies on KYC or CDD. 

http://www.transparency.org/
https://www.transparency.org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_index_2016
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3. NIBC ANTI-FRAUD, BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Summary of NIBC’s Anti-FBC Framework 

 

Component Element of NIBC’s Anti-FBC Programme 

Control environment  Establish appropriate tone at the top and corporate culture 

 Code of Conduct 

 Whistle-blowers hotline 

 Anti-FBC Policy 

 Special Investigations Policy 

 FBC awareness training 

Risk Assessment  Perform FBC Risk assessments per BU (see Section 4.8 of this Policy) 

Control Activities  Define and document mitigating controls and link them to identified FBC risks. 

 Modifying existing controls, designing and implementing new preventive and 

detective controls and implementing supporting technologies. 

Information and 

Communication 

 Promote the importance of the Anti-FBC Program and the position of the 

organization on FBC internally and externally. 

 FBC awareness training. 

 Communicate on Code of Conduct and Whistle-blowers hotline 

Monitoring   Evaluate periodically the anti-FBC controls 

 Evaluate and monitor the FBC risk assessments 

 Establish an FBC case database 

 Perform post-FBC evaluations 

 

3.2 Key principles and requirements 

 

Zero Tolerance of FBC 

 

NIBC does not accept nor tolerate any instance of fraud, bribery or corruption, as stated in NIBC’s Code of 

Conduct. Managers and staff are obliged to report actual or suspected fraud or misconduct, after which a special 

investigation is launched, if appropriate. If suspicions of fraud, bribery or corruption are established, action will 

be taken against violators. 

 

How to fight Fraud, Corruption and Bribery 

 

NIBC actively fights fraud, corruption and bribery under its established Anti-FBC Policy, in which its framework 

for prevention, detection, deterrence and investigation is explained. 

 

How to report Fraud, Bribery and/or Corruption? 

 

Immediately after the detection of an FBC event, the employee who has detected it informs as follows: 

 

 Whistle-blower procedure, or  

 Compliance Department 
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3.3 Key defences against FBC and principal roles & responsibilities 

 

1. All staff (awareness, prevention, detection, escalation of FBC). 

2. Management (promote culture of zero tolerance and prevention). 

3. ‘Three lines of defence’ 

i. Business Units (implement anti-FBC strategy, report on effectiveness) 

ii. Compliance (Policy ownership & updates, monitoring, training, escalation, Whistle Blowing*) 

iii. Internal Audit (Review policy adherence, manage Special Investigations) 

 

             *NIBC Whistle-blowing Trusted Representatives: 

o Bart Koch 

o Caroline Van der Elst  

 

 Please send to:  

 Trusted Representative,  

 P.O. Box 16178, 2500 BD The Hague.                                                                   

 Include on the envelope: "Strictly Private & Confidential" 

 
 

3.4 Key High-level controls and responsibilities 

 

Prevention of Fraud, Bribery and Corruption (FBC) in most organisations depends upon: 

 A culture of honesty and ethics; 

 Effective FBC risk assessments; 

 Active Internal Control; and 

 Awareness raising and training 

 

the specific roles and responsibilities in the Anti-FBC Policy are attributed to various parties: 

 

Managing Board 

 

 Has the overall responsibility for the design and implementation of an Anti-FBC Framework. 

 Sets the tone at the top: creates an internal culture that is aware and responsive to the risks of FBC. 

 

Compliance  

 

 Responsible for FBC risk assessments, policy-making, monitoring and liaison with line management.  

 Responsible for training and informing staff members on FBC.  

 Jointly, with ORM (below) monitors key risk indicators on FBC. 

 

Operational Risk Management 

 

 Monitors key risk indicators on FBC as part of the ‘In Control’ process. 

 Reports on FBC occurrences under Operational Risk Event management procedures. 
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Internal Audit 

 

 Reports to management weaknesses identified in business processes that may allow fraud, bribery or 

corruption to take place. 

 Should be contacted if fraud, bribery or corruption is suspected or discovered, and is responsible for 

investigating irregularities in accordance with the Special Investigation Policy. 

 Offers advice and assistance on risk and control issues. 

 

Line Management 

 

 Responsible for the prevention, detection and deterrence of FBC. 

 Responsible for the initial escalation of FBC suspicions and irregularities. 

 Identify and quantify FBC risks, develop and maintain effective controls to prevent and detect FBC, and 

ensure that controls are complied with (also as part of the Risk & Control Self-Assessment). 

 

Individual Staff Members 

 

 Responsible for the prevention and detection of possible fraud, bribery and corruption 

misappropriations and other irregularities. 

 Must ensure that NIBC’s reputation and its assets are safeguarded, alert line management in case of 

irregularities, report details of suspicions, assist in investigations and comply with the relevant controls. 

 

3.5 Anti-FBC Internal Control Structure 

 

NIBC adopts the three lines of defence model to demonstrate proper risk management and to ensure NIBC is in 

compliance with relevant laws and regulations. 
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3.5 Anti-FBC Internal Control Structure (contd) – Three Lines of Defence Model  

 

The three lines of defence model with regard to prevention of FBC is embedded as follows:  

 

1. The business, as the first line of defence, performs day to day risk management and is responsible for as 

such for front-line FBC awareness, management and escalation within the business units of NIBC. 

 

2. Compliance as second-line gatekeeper / advisor, drafts and reviews FBC policies and procedures and 

monitors proper adherence. Compliance may also be called upon to support a Special Investigation where 

required as a consequence of potential irregularities involving FBC. 

 

3. Internal Audit as the third and final line confirms that NIBC is in control by adhering to policies and 

procedures. Internal Audit may also be required to perform and/or lead a Special Investigation into alleged 

FBC incidents. Where concerns regarding potential exposure to FBC require detailed investigation, the 

Internal Audit team should be consulted at the earliest opportunity. 

 

3.6 Implementation of Control Structure  

 

Each significant business unit within NIBC should allocate appropriate responsibilities to ensure effective 

measures are in place (including those set out within this Policy) as required to combat relevant and material 

risks of fraud, bribery and corruption.  

 

Each International branch and subsidiary of NIBC must ensure that such measures also comply effectively with 

local jurisdictional laws and regulations as relevant to the prevention of fraud, bribery and /or corruption. 

 

3.7 Measures and Defences to combat FBC 

 

An effective anti-fraud (and anti-FBC) strategy should be recognised as having four main elements: 

 

 Prevention;  

 Detection;  

 Deterrence;  

 Response. 

 

NIBC accordingly expects that each of its significant business units, subsidiaries and branches will incorporate 

these elements within a dedicated anti-fraud strategy, consisting of (at least) the following components: 

 

3.8 Risk Assessment (prevention) 

 

A risk assessment exercise should be carried out and thereafter updated (at least annually), having regard to the 

principal drivers and likely causes of FBC. Each area should be aware of any specific FBC risks and trends that 

may arise within the scope and activities of its business – including any clients, contractors and counterparties 

with whom it may interact – and plan accordingly. 

 

Where in the judgement of management it is reasonable and proportionate to do so, the risk assessment 

exercise may be carried out as part of a Business Unit’s wider Risk Control Self-Assessment (RCSA) process, 

with appropriate evidence of the following as a minimum basis for meeting the requirements of this policy:  
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a) Any clear and specific risk factor related to FBC as applicable to the relevant BU must have corresponding 

RCSA risk mitigation measures (including any necessary controls and actions) in place;  

 

b) Relevant risks, controls and actions where required in the prevention or mitigation of FBC should be clearly 

identifiable as such; 

 

c) Evidence should be maintained that the persons responsible for controls and actions have taken reasonable 

steps to monitor their effectiveness; and 

 

d) FBC-related risks, controls and actions should be reviewed and updated in accordance with the overall 

RCSA review process and frequency. 

 

Where it is not reasonable, sufficient or practicable to incorporate FBC risk assessment and management solely 

within the overall RCSA process, BU management must ensure satisfactory alternative stand-alone measures 

are in place. 

 

3.9 Internal controls (prevention and detection) 

 

Management is responsible for the design, implementation and reinforcement of effective controls to address all 

material FBC risks. The following are the general principles of a successful internal control program: 

 

 System access: requirements and restrictions to sufficiently guarantee that only authorized personnel       

can access the relevant applications. 

 

 Segregation of duties: duties are divided so no one person has sole control over a key function or activity; 

 

 Authorisation and approval: Proposed transactions are authorized when they are consistent with policies 

and funds are available; 

 

 Custodial and security: Responsibility for custody of assets is separated from related record keeping; 

 

 Record-keeping; Comprehensive and accurate records of activities provide an essential audit trail. 

 

 Review and reconciliation: Records are examined and reconciled to determine that transactions were 

properly processed and approved; 

 

 Physical controls: Equipment, inventories, cash, and other assets are secured physically, counted 

periodically, and compared with amounts shown on control records; 

 

 Documentation: Well-documented procedures and practices promote employee understanding of duties 

and help ensure continuity during employee absences or turnover. 

 

Sections 2.2 – 2.5 of this Policy set out NIBC’s core principles and guidance in the prevention of FBC. These 

should be adhered to and reflected in local BU controls.  
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3.10 FBC Training and Awareness (prevention, detection and deterrence) 

 

Well-trained and supervised employees help ensure that control processes function properly, increasing 

awareness of fraud risks and reinforcing a culture of intolerance to FBC generally. 

 

Anti-FBC training should be undertaken ideally on the following basis: 

 

 At least annually: 

 Covering all staff members; 

 Provided partly or fully on an in-house basis; and 

 Ensuring follow-up and response to queries. 

 

Anti-FBC training should address the following topics as relevant to the business area or unit: 

 

 Significant FBC risks relevant to the business area or unit; 

 NIBC preventative and ethical culture (e.g. Code of Conduct); 

 Key controls in place to prevent FBC;  

 ‘Red flags’ (FBC indicators) to look out for; 

 Steps to take where FBC suspicions arise; and 

 Contact points for reporting or whistleblowing FBC. 

 

3.11 FBC Monitoring (detection and deterrence) 

 

Monitoring the effectiveness of anti-FBC controls is essential in ensuring that they are working successfully.  

 

FBC monitoring activities should be, wherever practicable: 

 

 Planned taking account of available resources; 

 Proportionate and relevant to key risk factors; 

 Undertaken on a 12 monthly timetable*;  

 Recorded on a consistent and readily-comprehensible basis; and 

 Completed by staff not conflicted via personal responsibility for any business under review. 

 

*If necessary monitoring may be scheduled away from other peak calendar or financial year-end priorities. 

 

FBC monitoring should be undertaken with attention and focus on the following: 

 

 Types and volumes of business or organisational activity; 

 Practical application of key anti-FBC policies, processes and controls; 

 Key Risk indicators (KRIs)*; and 

 Known areas of weakness or deficiencies (including where previous incidents have been reported). 

 

** KRIs highlight the most relevant drivers that have an impact on the business and require periodic monitoring. 

 

Significant FBC monitoring findings should always be followed up and closed off within an appropriate timescale. 

Failure to do so would in all likelihood amount to a serious organisational weakness or oversight. 
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3.12 FBC Reporting (detection, deterrence and response) 

 

FBC monitoring can only be effective where any findings and results are reported and – where necessary – 

escalated for prompt or immediate action.  

 

FBC reporting should be undertaken ideally on the following basis: 

 

 At least annually; 

 Addressing key and relevant FBC risk factors; 

 Directed for the attention of responsible senior management; 

 Recording findings on a consistent and readily-comprehensible basis; 

 With reference to the application of key anti-FBC policies, processes and controls; and 

 Including recommendations for improvement and ‘lessons learned’ where appropriate. 

 

Staff responsible for reporting should be minimally conflicted through direct involvement in or responsibility for 

the areas of activity and business within the scope of reporting. Wherever possible, report writers should not find 

themselves in the position of monitoring, appraising or commenting on their own work. Where such conflicts are 

otherwise unavoidable, they should be clearly disclosed as a preface to the relevant report. 

 

Senior management recipients of an FBC report should respond within a reasonable time period, indicating 

whether they accept or challenge the findings. Any necessary follow-up action should be recorded and minuted 

as necessary for implementation. Significant FBC monitoring findings should always be addressed and followed 

up via an appropriate audit trail.  

 

Due to the potential sensitivity of some FBC monitoring findings and reporting, it may be necessary to place 

confidentiality restrictions around written reports. 

 

3.13 FBC Escalation (detection, deterrence and response) 

 

Where any findings are sufficiently serious (for example concerning suspicions of FBC activity in process) these 

should be escalated for immediate action. Arrangements and contingency plans should be in place where such 

circumstances can reasonably be anticipated, ensuring that, wherever necessary, sensitive matters are dealt 

with by relevant Trusted Persons and / or responsible senior management, including under NIBC Whistle- 

Blowing, Incident and/or Special Investigation Policies.  

 

Particularly during the early stages of any escalation, it is imperative that the following basic guidelines are 

adhered to: 

 

 Any evidence of FBC, including organisational records, should be stored securely. 

 Matters requiring escalation should be dealt with promptly and in strictest confidence. 

 Except where necessary (for example in the prevention of ongoing FBC and/or under the direction of a 

law relevant enforcement agency) staff not directly involved in the escalation process should not be 

alerted to its existence. 

 On the same basis, and having regard to possible pending legal, investigative and enforcement action, 

NIBC staff and other persons under suspicion of FBC should not be alerted or ‘tipped off’ regarding any 

corresponding matter under escalation. 

 Any matter subject to escalation should always be followed up and closed off as necessary. 
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4. POLICY EXCEPTIONS, MONITORING COMPLIANCE AND 
SANCTIONS 

4.1 Policy Exceptions 

All requests for an exception from this Policy must be addressed to RMC prior to any deviation from this Policy. 

An explicit approval of the exception must be received from RMC before a deviation from this Policy is allowed. 

Compliance shall keep a record of each exception granted including a reason for agreeing to such exception. 

4.2 Monitoring 

NIBC Compliance monitors compliance with this Policy. To that end Compliance carries out regular checks. 

Compliance will report any findings to the employee found to be non-compliant (except where required to do so 

otherwise by law) and to senior management. 

4.3 Sanctions 

 

Within NIBC, we apply zero tolerance to fraud, bribery and corruption. This means that proportionate actions will 

be taken against anyone within our organisation who perpetrates or encourages such behaviours, whether 

wilfully, knowingly, recklessly, or through a position of influence.  

 

Any employee found to have violated this Policy may be subject to disciplinary action, depending on the 

materiality and frequency of the breach. Criminal breaches of the law on fraud, bribery and corruption are likely 

to result in prosecution and serious legal penalties against offenders. 
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APPENDIX 1: BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION: OFFENCES, 
PRACTICAL GUIDANCE AND ‘RED FLAGS’  

 

1.1 The Offences 

 

Because NIBC has operations in the UK, it is subject to UK anti-bribery legislation, namely the Bribery Act 2010. 

This is taken as the benchmark for anti-bribery and corruption measures (including this Policy) within NIBC. 

  

The Bribery Act 2010 contains four offences. These can be summarised as follows: 

 

Giving a bribe: It is an offence for a person to offer, promise or give a financial or other advantage to another 

person, where that advantage is intended to induce that other person to perform his functions or activities 

improperly, or reward that person for improper performance. 

 

Receiving a bribe: It is an offence for a person to request or accept a financial or other advantage if it is 

intended that, as a result of receiving that advantage, he will perform his functions or activities improperly. 

 

Bribing a foreign public official:  It is an offence for a person to offer or provide a financial or other advantage 

to a foreign public official with the intention of obtaining or retaining business or an advantage in the conduct of 

business. 

 

The "Corporate Offence":  An offence will be committed by a commercial organisation if a person "associated" 

with it (i.e. anyone performing services on behalf of) the organisation bribes another person with the intention of 

obtaining or retaining business or an advantage in the conduct of business for the organisation. However, it is a 

defence for the organisation to show that it had in place "adequate procedures" designed to prevent persons 

associated with it from committing acts of bribery. 

 

1.2 Penalties 

 

Bribery offences under the Act are punishable for individuals by up to ten years' imprisonment. Furthermore, if 

the Group is found to have committed offences under the Act, NIBC could face severe penalties including 

unlimited fines and exclusion from tendering for public contracts, not to mention serious harm to our reputation. 

 

1.3 What does a bribe look like?  

 

Bribes can include any advantage, including gifts, sponsored travel and hospitality. However, it is important to 

point out that proportionate and reasonable gifts and hospitality received or given will not constitute bribes. In 

order for there to be a bribe, the advantage must be intended to induce or reward impropriety on the part of the 

recipient. 
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1.4 Examples 

The following are broad hypothetical examples of the application of the offences in practice. They are simple 

examples. In reality, you will need to consider all of the surrounding circumstances in order to decide whether 

you think there is a risk that an offence will be committed. 

Giving a bribe: 

You offer a company director an all-expenses-paid golfing weekend on the understanding that in return, 

he recommends us to the company for which he works, specifically regarding a contract that is 

currently out for tender and for which we are pitching. 

This is likely to be an offence because you are offering a financial or other advantage to another person, where 

that advantage is intended to induce that other person to perform his functions or activities improperly. The client 

may also commit an offence by accepting such an offer. 

On the other hand: 

You offer to take your contact at a new client out for dinner and drinks in order to get to know him and 

the business better. The dinner is not offered in the middle of a pitch or procurement process. 

This is far less likely to constitute an offence. This is simply designed to procure cordial relations with a client. 

There is little evidence of intended impropriety. 

Receiving a bribe: 

An IT equipment firm that you deal with offers you a new laptop computer and iPhone for your 

personal/home and asks that you ensure that you recommend that the firm is kept on for the next 12 

months. 

This is likely to constitute an offence of receiving a bribe. This is because you are accepting a financial or other 

advantage which is intended to result in you performing your functions or activities improperly. 

On the other hand: 

You are sent a bottle of wine at year end from a client to say thank you for the hard work that you have 

done on a project for them over the course of the year. 

This is less likely to constitute a bribe. This appears to be part of maintaining good business relations and does 

not appear to involve any intended impropriety. 

Bribing a foreign public official: 

You instruct an agent in the Middle East to pay extra money to an official in to speed up an application 

for an export license.  

This is prohibited and you would be committing an offence as soon as the offer is made. This is because you are 

offering a financial advantage to a foreign public official with the intention of obtaining or retaining business or an 

advantage in the conduct of business. 
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On the other hand: 

An overseas embassy offers two options for visa applications: normal and fast-track. The fast track 

option is an additional £100. You elect the fast track option. 

This is unlikely to constitute an offence of bribing a foreign public official. This is because the more expedient 

option is officially offered and no secrecy of payment is required. 

The corporate offence: 

A company uses an agent in the Far East to source products that it then ships to the UK. The overseas 

agent routinely pays bribes to employees of local businesses and officials in order to ensure that the 

company gets the products more quickly and cheaply than its competitors. The company has not 

carried out any significant due diligence on the agent and its practices, or informed the agent in writing 

that any acts of bribery on behalf of the business are expressly forbidden. 

This is likely to involve the commission by the company of the corporate offence. The company is a commercial 

organisation. The agent is an associated person of the company and is carrying out bribes with the intention of 

obtaining or retaining business or an advantage in the conduct of business for the company. 

On the other hand, if the company had asked the agent to confirm in writing that it did not engage in bribery, 

included provisions in its contract with the agent in the Far East requiring it to not commit any acts which could 

constitute offences under the Act, and it held annual meetings with the agent in order to review the agent's 

activities, the company would be more likely to be able to show that it had put in place adequate procedures. 

1.5 Gifts and Entertainment 

 

When receiving a gift or hospitality, you will need to consider the following questions: 

 

 What is the intent – is it to build a relationship (e.g. a lunch to get to know the customer better) or is it 

designed to induce impropriety on the part of the recipient (e.g. a holiday paid for by a potential contractor 

for the person with decision making power over the award of contracts and his wife). 

 What is the value - is it relatively inconspicuous (e.g. a bottle of wine) or is it very high value (e.g. an 

expensive designer wrist watch). 

 What is the timing - is it being offered at an uncontroversial time (e.g. to celebrate the successful 

completion of a project) or is it being offered at a particularly sensitive time (e.g. during a pitch or tender 

process or during a dispute over fees)? 

 How would this look if these details were on the front of a newspaper or had to be explained to a law 

enforcement anti-fraud investigator? 

 

If you find it difficult to answer one of the above questions, there may be a risk involved which could potentially 

damage the Group’s reputation and business.  The action could well involve an offence in law. 
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NEVER ACCEPTABLE 

 

Circumstances which are never permissible include examples that involve: 

 

 A “quid pro quo” (offered for something in return) 

 Gifts in the form of cash/or cash equivalent vouchers 

 Entertainment of a sexual or similarly inappropriate nature 

 

USUALLY ACCEPTABLE 

 

Possible circumstances that are usually acceptable include: 

 

 modest / occasional meals with someone with whom we do business 

 occasional attendance at ordinary sports, theatre and other cultural events 

 gifts of nominal value, such as pens or small promotional items 

 

1.6 Prevention of Bribery and Corruption: Summary ‘Do’s, Don’ts’, and Red Flag Scenarios 

 

 DO 

 

 Refer to NIBC’s Anti-FBC policy wherever you are concerned corruption or bribery may be occurring or 

where there is increased risk of corrupt activity  

 Avoid wherever possible / be especially wary of offering anything of value to a public official.  

 Consider whether there are particular risks associated with a relationship or contract that require increased 

due diligence to prevent or identify corruption. 

 Always seek guidance before acting or committing yourself or NIBC to a course of action where there is a 

question of interpretation involving FBC, whether legal, technical or moral.  

 Always act in a transparent and accountable way. For guidance on this point, try and work out how you 

might explain or justify any decisions or actions you take if you were challenged to do so in a public forum.  

 

DON'T  

 

X (Mis-) use your position in NIBC to obtain personal gifts, hospitality or other benefits.  

X Seek to influence the decisions of business partners or public officials through cash payments, gifts or 

arranging excessive hospitality.  

X Accept any offer of cash payments, expensive gifts or excessive hospitality from business partners or public 

officials who may have an interest in any decision you make affecting their interests. 

X Make contact with third parties (consultants, agents, etc.) known for / in connection with the offering, 

granting or accepting of bribes 

X Conclude agreements with third parties (consultants and agents, etc.), whose integrity and qualifications 

have not been thoroughly vetted in advance through appropriate due diligence.  

X Act in a way that you would not be comfortable having reported in the media or to public authorities.  
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RED FLAG SCENARIOS 

 

If you encounter any of these red flags while working for us, you must report them promptly to Compliance: 

 

 you become aware that a third party engages in, or has been accused of engaging in, improper business 

practices; 

 

 you learn that a third party has a reputation for paying bribes, or requiring that bribes are paid to them, or 

has a reputation for having a "special relationship" with foreign government officials; 

 

 a third party insists on receiving a commission or fee payment before committing to sign up to a contract 

with us, or carrying out a government function or process for us; 

 

 a third party requests payment in cash and/or refuses to sign a formal commission or fee agreement, or to 

provide an invoice or receipt for a payment made; 

 

 a third party requests that payment is made to a country or geographic location different from where the 

third party resides or conducts business; 

 

 a third party requests an unexpected additional fee or commission to "facilitate" a service; 

 

 a third party demands lavish entertainment or gifts before commencing or continuing contractual 

negotiations or provision of services; 

 

 a third party requests that a payment is made to "overlook" potential legal violations; 

 

 a third party requests that you provide employment or some other advantage to a friend or relative; 

 

 you receive an invoice from a third party that appears to be non-standard or customised; 

 

 a third party insists on the use of side letters or refuses to put terms agreed in writing; 

 

 you notice that we have been invoiced for a commission or fee payment that appears large given the 

service stated to have been provided; 

 

 a third party requests or requires the use of an agent, intermediary, consultant, distributor or supplier that is 

not typically used by or known to us; or 

 

 you are offered an unusually generous gift or offered lavish hospitality by a third party. 
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APPENDIX 2: FRAUD 

2.1 Definition of fraud  

 

Fraud is generally described as “any intentional act or omission designed to deceive others, resulting in the 

victim suffering a loss and / or the perpetrator achieving a gain”.  

 

Financial fraud typically falls into four broad categories: 

 

 Fraudulent financial reporting 

Most fraudulent financial reporting schemes involve earnings management, arising from improper revenue 

recognition, and overstatement of assets or understatement of liabilities. Such schemes may depend upon 

more than one individual acting in co-ordination. 

 

 Misappropriation of assets 

This category involves external and internal schemes e.g. embezzlement, payroll fraud and theft. It includes 

many offences relating to ‘breach of trust’ where individual employees, contractors and other insiders take 

advantage of positions of trust to conceal and facilitate large-scale theft of monies and assets. 

 

 Expenditures and liabilities for improper purposes 

This category refers to commercial and public bribery as well as other improper payment schemes. In some 

high-value cases, this may involve conspiracy or complicit activity across organisational boundaries. 

 

 Fraudulently obtained revenue and assets, and costs and expenses avoided 

This category refers to schemes in which an entity commits a fraud against its staff members or third 

parties, or when an entity improperly avoids an expense, such as tax fraud. 

 

Not all fraudulent behaviour may be readily categorised. For example, reportable instances of malpractice may 

include conspiracy to commit fraud, even where not ultimately successful.  

 

2.2 Fraud related to cyber-crime 

 

Fraud attributable to cyber-crime (such as phishing, spamming and hacking) poses increasing risks and 

concerns for most organisations. In particular, banks are at risk from theft of confidential client data, information 

and intellectual property. As a general principle, all such data should be treated as having intrinsic value to the 

client(s) concerned, broadly equivalent to categorisation and treatment of customer assets. 

 

Those business areas and subsidiaries within NIBC held directly responsible for holding and processing client 

data should therefore maintain appropriate risk management procedures and controls for the protection of such 

assets, in accordance with this understanding. In particular, any likelihood of theft, misappropriation or illegal 

sharing of customer data should be matters for priority attention, and where they occur, immediate escalation. 

 

This Policy does not provide detailed guidance on measures required to combat general risks of cyber-crime. 

NIBC maintains a comprehensive and up-to-date Information Security Policy to address such risks and this 

should be consulted in the first instance where fraud-related matters or incidents arise requiring attention and / 

or escalation. 
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2.3 The Fraud Triangle  

 

Fraud risk is at its highest when pressure, opportunity, and rationalisation coincide. When internal controls are 

absent, ineffective or overridden, opportunities to commit fraud multiply. It may be good business to trust clients 

and employees and empower them to make real contributions to the growth of the company. However, it is 

unwise to turn a blind eye to signs that trusted clients, partners and/or employees may be conducting activities 

that are not deemed as appropriate and acceptable. 

 

 

 

(Financial) Pressure 

 

Pressure is what causes a person to commit fraud. Pressure can include almost anything and includes e.g. high 

personal debts, expensive tastes, addiction problems, etc. Most of the time, pressure comes from a significant 

financial need / problem. However, some frauds are committed simply out of greed alone. 

 

Opportunity 

 

Opportunity is the ability to commit fraud, including the belief that it will go undetected or unpunished. 

Opportunity is created by weak internal controls, poor management oversight, and/or through the abuse of 

position and authority. Failure to deploy adequate measures to detect fraudulent activity also increases the 

opportunities for fraud to occur. Of the three elements in the fraud triangle, opportunity is the one that 

organisations have the most control over. It is essential that organisations build processes, policies and controls 

that discourage fraud, and that effectively detect fraudulent activity if it occurs. 

 

Rationalisation 

 

Rationalisation is a crucial component in most fraud cases. Rationalisation involves a person reconciling his/her 

behaviour with the commonly accepted notions of decency and trust. Some common motives of rationalisation 

for committing fraud are: 

 

 The person believes they will lose everything – family, home, car, etc. if they don’t commit the fraud. 

 The person believes that no help is available from outside. 

 The person labels theft as “borrowing”, and fully intends to repay the stolen money back at some point. 

 The person, because of job dissatisfaction (salary, job environment, treatment by managers, etc.), believes 

that something is owed to him/her. 

 The person is unable to understand or does not care about the consequence of their actions or of accepted 

notions of decency and trust. 
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2.4 Examples of Fraud Indicators – Typical warning signs or ‘red flags’ 

 

Pressure-related red flags (employees, clients, suppliers) 

 

PERSONAL 

 

 Personal debts or financial losses 

 Inadequate income for lifestyle 

 Extensive stock market or other speculation 

 Excessive gambling 

 Undue family, company or community expectations 

 Perceived inequities in the organization 

 Resentment of superiors and frustration with job 

 Peer group pressures 

 Undue desire for self-enrichment and personal gain 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL 

 

 Unfavourable economic conditions within the industry 

 Insufficient working capital or high debt 

 Dependence on one or two products, customers or transactions 

 Extreme rapid expansion through new business or product lines 

 Reduced ability to acquire credit, or restrictive loan agreements 

 Cost and expenses rising faster than revenues 

 Difficulty collecting receivables 

 Progressive deterioration in quality of earnings 

 Significant tax adjustments 

 Urgent need for favourable earnings to support high price of stock or to meet earnings forecast 

 Significant litigation, especially between stockholders and management 

 Significant reduction in sales backlogs 

 Possibility of license being revoked 

 Suspension or delisting from a stock exchange 

 Pressure to merge 

 Sizable inventory increase without comparable increase in sales 

 

Opportunity-related red flags (employees, clients, suppliers) 

 

PERSONAL 

 

 Familiarity with operations and in a position of trust 

 Close association with suppliers and other key people 

 No vacations or periodic rotations etc. 

 No attention to details 
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ORGANIZATIONAL 

 

 The organization does not inform employees about rules or of the action taken to combat fraud 

 Rapid turnover of key employees 

 No vacations or periodic rotations etc. 

 Inadequate personnel screening policies when hiring employees to fill positions of trust 

 Absence of explicit and uniform personnel policies 

 No maintenance of accurate personnel records of dishonest actions and disciplinary actions 

 Executive disclosures and examinations not required 

 Dishonest or overly dominant management 

 Operating on a crisis mode 

 Unrealistic productivity measurements 

 Poor compensation practices 

 Lack of internal security 

 Inadequate training programs 

 Related-party transactions 

 Complex business structure 

 Highly computerized company 

 In atypical or "hot" industries 

 Use of several audit firms or changes of auditors frequently 

 Reluctant to provide auditors with needed data 

 Uses several legal firms or changes firms often 

 Continuous regulatory problems 

 Large year-end or unusual transactions 

 Inadequate internal control 

 Unusually liberal accounting practices 

 Poor accounting records 

 Inadequate accounting staff 

 Inadequate disclosure of unusual accounting practices 

 

Rationalization-related red flags (employees, clients, suppliers) 

 

PERSONAL 

 

 Lack of strong code of personal ethics 

 A "wheeler dealer" personality 

 Lack of stability 

 A strong desire to beat the system 

 A criminal or questionable background 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL 

 

 (Perception) of unethical organizational culture 

 Lack of adequate transparency 

 Lack of leading by example 

 A strong desire to beat the system/competitors 

 A poor credit rating and financial status 


